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Welcome to Motivate, Engage, and Inspire:  Tips for Teaching Modern Learners, co-sponsored 

by Magna Publications and The Teaching Professor newsletter. I’m Katie Carney managing 

editor of The Teaching Professor and I’ll be the moderator today. And now I’m pleased to 

introduce Christy Price, a professor in both the School of Liberal Arts and the School of Health 

Professions and the founding director of the Center for Academic Excellence at Dalton State 

College, Christy Price has been teaching at the collegiate level for 25 years.  

She’s a nationally recognized authority on innovative teaching techniques to engage millennial 

learners and was chosen by the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching as the 

Outstanding U.S. Professor for 2012 in the Baccalaureate Colleges category. Price also won the 

2010 Carnegie Foundation outstanding professor award for the state of Georgia. She was 

honored by the National Resource Center for the First Year Experience and Students in 

Transition as an Outstanding First-Year Student Advocate in 2009. Welcome, Christy.  

Hello everyone, I am excited to be with you. My first slide here, you’ll see, is a poll just to get a 

feel for our audience in terms of the generations that we represent. So we’re going to pull up a 

poll and ask you to participate right away. While we are polling, I do want to say I feel as though 

we’ve sort of been maybe—and maybe you relate to this—millennialled to death, so to speak.  

In fact, for my presentations now and when I’m sharing my research, I’m using the term 

“modern learners” because what I’ve found, and what you’ll note in the handouts, if you’ll take a 

look at particularly the pages with the lists about ideal learning environments, ideal assessments, 

ideal professors, you’ll see on those handouts in bold print “NT.” And when you see NT, I want 

you to know that that means my comparison group of non-traditional learners which, I’m not 

sure I’m thrilled with that term, “non-traditional,” but in terms of the age ranges 25 and up, when 

you see NT, you’ll see that that addresses those learners as well. I think what you’ll gather when 

we start looking at the handouts is the shocking, surprising similarities between millennials and 

the non-traditionals.  

We’re closing the poll here so I’m seeing a good—no silent generation folks, but—a good mix 

here of baby boomers, Gen Xers, and millennials. And I will say, I apologize in advance because 

we’re talking about millennials and it’s as though we’re talking about you while you’re here with 

us on the seminar. So do chime in and make some comments about this.  

I think most of us are familiar, if you look on page one, in the middle of the page, I’ve referenced 

these most commonly referred to resources related to millennials and the millennial generation as 

it relates to our college environment. You may be familiar with these resources. I’m going to 

summarize here in just a short list. These concerns that people typically have, these words, I’m 

not even sure I like the descriptors here, but this is what we often hear about millennials:  

sheltered, special, or entitled, little bit self-absorbed, perhaps impatient, maybe overly confident.  

What I want to address here and I always say, I grew up in a family of five. I fought for the 

Cheerios, the world did not revolve around me. I want us to be sensitive to this modern 

generation of learners in the sense that they’re just a cohort that now has typically been raised in 

a world that revolves around them. And so their expectations perhaps are a little bit different 
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because of the environment they’ve been raised in. So with that, because I don’t want to spend 

too much time in the short timeframe talking about the generational differences, you can take a 

look at page one and see an overview of some of those differences.  

What I really want to talk about is how that impacts us in the classroom. So if you would, top 

three concerns—just take a moment and we will see. Typically, certain things come up anywhere 

I go. And in fact, I’ve visited institutions all across the US, probably close to 200 institutions, 

doing faculty development workshops. Canada, abroad, Singapore even, places like Turkey, and 

France—what’s interesting to me is how similar these concerns are no matter where I am and 

who I’m speaking to.  

Number one thing, attention span issues, entitlement, a focus on grades, not reading, impatience, 

study to the test, hard to keep them engaged, cell phone use, so issues of distraction, oh, spoon 

feeding always comes up—multiple people saying that—under-prepared, oh, cracking the 

code—I like that terminology from Kirkwood there. And focus, engagement, right answers, one 

is lectures or group work, and then discussion, getting them to discuss, always on their phones, 

distraction.  

I’m going to go ahead and click through because I’m thrilled to see these are often the things that 

come up. So I’m going to do a backward countdown of top five things that typically come up but 

now at least I’m aware of some of the issues that you are experiencing. I’d say a lot of people are 

concerned about attentiveness, skipping class, leaving late, but the under-prepared issue had 

come up, or avoidance of critical thinking, but probably the top two that I see relate to this.  

So real student comments from official evaluations of their professors. This student says, “class 

was very easy. I didn’t know what he was talking about most of the time, but I still made an A.” 

So there is a focus on the credential as opposed to the learning. So that’s always a big concern. 

And the other biggest issue I think, and I love this student comment on an official evaluation of a 

professor, “I failed a quiz because I didn’t realize he was teaching—I thought he was just 

talking.”  

So the distraction issue, attention span issues, and I do want to say, probably the other common 

concern someone mentioned, getting them to read, getting them to contribute in class—the good 

news is, if you’re willing, I have solutions to all of these. So several people mentioned the 

texting issue, so I like this. I’ve got under the table texter who tries to be discreet and just the 

overt, on top of the table texter. So these are issues that are coming up everywhere I go.  

This is a small sample of convenience but another polling question just to keep you involved 

here. The question is, how many agreed with this statement:  “Teaching methods and 

characteristics of instructors influence my motivation.” So remember it’s not influenced 

positively or negatively, it’s just influenced. So far we’ve got people choosing every answer, 

we’ve got optimists and pessimists here on this one. And I’m sharing this because this is one of 

the shocking things that really had an impact on me.  
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I know what happens is, when in doubt, we answer C. So we have a majority answering C, but 

the answer is actually D. And I was shocked by this. 98 percent saying they’re influenced by 

what we do. That’s very hopeful and positive news. I do want to also say that I was concerned 

and this is why I’ll always do mixed method research with my student surveys because I went 

back to see, well, who is this 2%? What is influencing them if they’re not influenced by us? And 

this is kind of intriguing to me. Those few people simply said, you know, I’m going to be a 

doctor, a lawyer, a nurse, going to own my own business. No matter what my professors do, I’m 

going to do what I need to do to be successful.  

The sad thing about that though was that was only 2%. The other 98% are heavily reliant on 

what we do. So I always say the good news is, we have the power. So this is my child who we 

don’t tell him anymore that we’re still using this photo because he’d be very embarrassed, but we 

can be the superheroes. We have these big Rs.  

So when I’m typically sharing my research I’m sharing these new Rs for engaging modern 

learners. So we’ll overview those throughout. They’re embedded in the handout, but what I want 

to say to you is if you have those concerns, how do I get them to show up? How do I get them to 

read? How do I get them to discuss? My promise to you is if you’re willing to utilize these Rs in 

combination, you can get the student behaviors that you want.  

So to begin with, I think we need to operationally define, what do we mean by the motivated 

student? So once again if you’ll take a moment and just weigh in on this. Operationally define, 

what do you mean by the motivated student? What kind of behaviors do they engage in? And 

once again, I don’t want to give you hints, but we’ve already talked about things like reading, 

showing up. Who is this ideal student?  

I’ve got note taking, discussion already, asking questions, participating, active learning—good, a 

lot of repetition here. So we’re wanting some of the same things—oh, someone said organized, 

that’s above and beyond, coming to the office, making connections, I see the word relevance, 

that’s wonderful, oh good, the focus on understanding as opposed to just the grade. We’ve got a 

lot of people concerned about showing up prepared, doing the work, showing up on time, OK 

wonderful.  

So I’m going to click to my next slide and say to you, you know, this is typically what we’re 

wanting. Once again, no matter where I go, we’re all wanting the student to show up, to be 

enthusiastic, to be prepared, to desire to learn, contribute, apply themselves. And I want to 

encourage you because I know now that it’s possible to really develop and create this student. 

I’m not going to say we’re going to be able to do that 100% of the time, but I’d say we can get a 

majority of the students in our classes to engage in these behaviors.  

So again I want to share some official quotes from student evaluations of their professors. And 

you have to have kind of a sense of humor about these, but this one says, “She acted like she 

knew more than the students.” And what I want to say about this is that we need to just reframe 

our perceptions. Most of us—this is year 26, 27 for me, I went to college a long time ago. When 
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I did go, I had a different expectation of my professors. I did not have the information available 

to me like our students do today.  

So my own child who’s 14 now, I think, his entire life he’s had access to information. He wants 

to know how to make a paper airplane, the lifecycle of a frog, he simply googles this 

information. And it’s at the click of a mouse to all of them—on their phones, actually. So they 

want us for different reasons, our role is different.  

So this is why my first R, if you’re keeping track of the Rs, my first R is really to step back and 

do some significant redesign. So I used to go 20 years ago into the classroom and think, how am 

I going to disseminate this information? I was a lecturer. I simply looked at the content and 

thought, I need to figure out how to disseminate this content.  

We need to scratch that thinking completely and look at things like, these things work, other 

people who are really known for this idea of backward design, looking at long-term gains and 

competencies along with content. So this is our first challenge, is to redesign our courses. And I 

do love this—course design is critical because sometimes the journey of 1,000 miles ends up 

very, very badly. So we really need to begin by stepping back.  

And I’ll just hit some of the highlights of integrated backward design because it’s a separate 

workshop in and of itself, but of course the first thought is, what do we want the students to have 

not just at the end of the course or during the course, but well after the course? So all of this 

should be synced. Our learning outcomes should drive our methods and our practices.  

So just real quickly, what does this look like in a practical sense? And this is a great quote, I 

think, from Dee Fink, “I approach my classes thinking there should be significant changes in 

students after the course is over.”  

And I do have some samples here, this is, for example, maybe an environmental biology class. 

As you see the bottom box there, the learning outcome is that they be able to solve 

environmental issues or problems. So the entire method or focus of the course would be then, 

perhaps, group research, community projects, and the assessment would be their ability to solve 

that problem.  

So notice how non-traditional this is. Not that you wouldn’t give quizzes, that there wouldn’t be 

reading, that there wouldn’t be dissemination of content at all, but that the overall end of the 

course is they’ve developed this skill that they have, a competency. And I’ll come back to 

competencies a bit later, but I do want to say after the redesign has occurred, then we can begin 

the course and go into the course with a promise.  

And so this is from—I bet several of you at least have read Ken Bain’s What the Best College 

Professors Do, it’s a great resource if you haven’t read it—but I would say we need to go into the 

course, then, with a promise. Even in a 45-minute webinar I begin with a promise which 

basically was, if you’re having these student issues, these problems getting students engaged in 

behaviors that you want them to engage in, the promise is, if you will change what you’re doing 
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and implement these Rs and what we discuss here in 45 minutes, my promise is you’ll see a 

significant change in student behaviors. And in the thing that we’re all looking for, which is 

higher student achievement of learning outcomes and the courses we teach.  

So think about the course that you teach and part of the backward design, or redesign, which is 

our first R will be thinking about, what’s the promise of the course? And this is where, I was 

going to say, I have the luxury these days of teaching these wonderful classes. I used to teach a 

lot of intro psych and I’ve taught methods and things like that that aren’t as personally applied as 

some of the things I’m teaching right now. For example, right now I’m teaching human 

sexuality, I’m teaching a healthy relationships course, I’m teaching a course that’s titled 

“Coping, Stress Management, and Life Satisfaction.” I also have a Motivation for Behavior 

Change course that I teach.  

Everything I teach, I can basically go in the first day and say, the promise of this course is, if you 

will apply the outcome—similar to what I’m saying to you today—if you’ll apply what we’re 

discussing here, you will have an improved quality of life. In our case, you’ll have an improved 

quality of life in the classroom, but you’ll also see higher achievement of student learning 

outcomes in your courses.  

So think about what you’re teaching. What is the promise? And I would say begin that from the 

first day. So I’m going to let this video roll of a student’s response to a first day in their course.  

So I was a brand new student, very excited about coming to college because it was something 

that I had not done as a teenager. And so I came in my very first semester to this class and the 

professor stood up on the very first night and said he wanted to tell us all something about his 

class. And I was like, yes, yes, the rules. Tell us the rules. And he said, I want you all to know I 

don’t care. I don’t care about you, I don’t care about your job, I don’t care about your family. All 

I want from you is for you to be here in this class. No excuse that you can give me is good 

enough for missing my class.  

This student had a very bad first day. Expectancy from that moment was very low. The professor 

created this horrible, horrific expectancy and she ended up immediately dropping the course. 

And just because I kind of have the insider perspective on this, I know that that professor has had 

to change everything they do on the first day because they were having such a high drop rate. It 

was alarming.  

So I can’t say enough about what you do on the first day to create this positive expectancy. So 

just a quick few examples—get in touch with what is the bigger point of the courses that you’re 

teaching. And on the very first day, I know some people have issues about, we have to go over 

the syllabus, we have all these rules and things and so forth. I think there are alternatives that 

would say, use as much time as you can on that very first day to create some sort of engaging 

experience, and perhaps community building, but to get them excited and engaged.  

I think, actually, just kudos to Kirkwood out there. When I visited Kirkwood a year or two ago, 

there was someone there who was teaching a comm class and they said on the very first day, they 
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go in and they share some famous lines from famous speeches—Martin Luther King, Abraham 

Lincoln, John F. Kennedy, and they simply say to this comm class, words change worlds. So 

how will you go about changing the world with your words?  

And that in and of itself, that first day, makes students walk out the door thinking, I can’t wait to 

come back. I’m going to develop these competencies, this ability to speak to people and make a 

difference in the world, to have an impact in the way that I want to have an impact. This is sort 

of the power that you can have on the first day to create the motivation.  

Now, the other top of the list thing I would say, and this is moving into our second R, is this idea 

of brain as novelty seeker. So I’m going to refer to the handouts here in a moment, but my hope 

is that we’re changing it up. So just to kind of get in touch with the power of this, here’s another 

quick poll. And this idea of brain as a novelty seeker, I should reference some of our resources, 

things like brain-based learning resources, like Sousa’s How the Brain Learns would be one of 

my favorites.  

Here comes the poll though. How many students agreed with:  “I text more in classes when the 

professor’s main method is lecture and less when they use a variety of methods”?  

We already cited Ken Bain’s—I saw somebody in the chat ask about Ken Bain’s What the Best 

College Professors Do.  

OK, so now you’re on to me here, we’ve got a majority of you choosing 87%. And the answer, 

of course, is yes, 87%. Once again a small sample of convenience, but proving our point here, 

that what we do has a huge influence on getting the behaviors that we want.  

I can’t tell you the number of times in the narrative of my surveys I read over and over again 

students saying, well, my professor comes into the class and they go over the syllabus and they 

say they don’t allow texting and so forth, but then people just start pulling out their phones over 

the course of time in the class, over the first week or two, and there’s no consequence. And 

nobody says anything about this and therefore the culture of the class becomes texting is OK.  

So we’ll talk about responding and consequences and so forth, but I want us to see how much 

we’re playing a part in some of the behaviors, maybe, that students are engaging in. And we’re 

not doing the things that we can do to alter those behaviors.  

So the first one was we’re going to redesign for significant learning outcomes. Second one is 

research-based pedagogies of engagement. So I’ve just listed a few there—problem-based, team-

based, adaptive learning, undergraduate research, community engagement. The whole idea here, 

and I want to be clear on this, it’s not that we don’t lecture. In fact, I love lecture, I’m a big 

lecture learner, I love to talk. The idea behind this though is, for the modern learner, we 

shouldn’t use lecture only. So the more we can change this up, variety, discussion, application. 

I’m going to let this student summarize what they’re wanting.  
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If you lecture all throughout the time, then we get bored. And if you are constantly changing 

from lecture to discussion to group work, then that helps a lot. Helps us keep awake and also we 

learn more. We might not notice it but stuff gets into our head better.  

I love the “Stuff gets into our heads better,” that’s just so millennial for retention, of course, but 

the idea here, and I’m taking just a few slides from one of my other favorite workshops, I call it 

“From Killer Professors to Killer Presenters,” and the idea is that if we’re going to lecture, we 

want to lecture well. So just a couple highlights that I think are critical here, and I do love these 

real life roadsigns that I see when I’m traveling, it says, “Emergency stopping only and whale 

watching is not an emergency, keep driving.”  

The important thing to keep in mind during the lecture is do stop. And as you see there, 20 

minutes is probably even—depending on what level we’re teaching, particularly in introductory 

classes, maybe we only want to go 15 minutes. So the subtitle of my lecture workshop is the mini 

lecture. We want to focus on the mini lecture, never being lecturers, but just mini lecturers, 

always followed by processing, so use of classroom responders, cases, videos, group activities, 

reflection.  

And we want to make sure that we’re stopping to capture what I call assurance of learning. So 

it’s not just engagement, it’s stopping for assurance of learning. So one of the things, and here’s 

my reference to Sousa’s How the Brain Learns, a quote that I love, he says, “The brain cannot 

carry out two cognitive processes simultaneously. What we refer to as multitasking is actually 

switch-tasking.” So I think this is important to note.  

And this is one of the places where I’m sort of upsetting people as I travel to institutions and do 

keynotes and things is that the traditional lecture as we have done it is really averse to everything 

we know in cognitive psychology about how the brain works and how the brain learns. So when 

we’re lecturing, students are taking notes, they’re writing, we’re overloading this right side in 

terms of information processing because the note taking, the verbal input is too much. Students 

can’t concentrate, they can’t process as they listen to the lecture, as they write the notes. We 

really need to use that left side, the visual input with, as I always say, zen presentation design—

highly visual, lots of multimedia, lots of pictures to support our ideas, and handouts as well.  

So I’m going to click to the next slide and say, part of our lecturing, if we are lecturing, the mini 

lecture, is that we do need to use visual and balance that out with verbal to enhance memory 

processing. So in every workshop that I do, I’m trying to create highly visual slides, embed a lot 

of multimedia and photos to support things. So I want to encourage you to kind of keep that in 

mind as you create your mini lectures.  

And I have a tip list that we’re going to look at in a second on the handout. And I will say one of 

the important tips is to use guided practice, which basically means, if I’m giving a five to 15 

minute lecture, I’m always going to share the outcomes with the students. So this would be one 

thing that would help you to get them to read, to get them to pay attention during a mini lecture.  
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Always use guided practice, which basically means I’m going to give them a handout or post that 

online at least so they have it in advance. The questions, the outcomes that they’re going to 

answer as they do a reading, as they listen to a lecture, as they watch a video, during any of 

these, they should have the outcomes there in advance in question format, not the traditional 

outline format. And in doing that and asking the question, for whatever reason, if you look at the 

memory processing literature, asking or posing a question in advance greatly enhances their 

ability to process the information and then recall it or recollect it.  

So moving on and, once again, just because I feel so strongly about this issue of what we’re 

doing in terms of lecture, I just wanted to share some highlights of that workshop. Just to kind of 

keep in mind that if we’re going to do the lecture, we just need to do it well, not that we need to 

get rid of lecture altogether.  

So moving on with my Rs, I love, again, another student comment from an official evaluation of 

their professor, “She wants us to no—N, O—how to spell.” I’m always concerned if you don’t 

chuckle at that, but the idea here of course is there’s been this decline in formality and social 

rules. And so I have the grocery store photo here of—here’s the express lane and, “15 is this 

many,” and we see the hands. We shouldn’t have to do this. We shouldn’t have to show hands.  

I always note at this point that I have a lot of faculty members, colleagues who lament, my five-

page syllabus has turned into a 15-page syllabus because I have to explain all the rules and 

rationales behind those rules and so forth, but what I will say is part of what we’re struggling 

with is this general decline in formality and social rules. So that there has been—I love this photo 

as well—sort of a move towards more casual environments. And that is influencing our 

environments as well.  

So our first two Rs were redesign and use research-based methods. Our third R is to create these 

more relaxed learning environments. That was sort of important to me to, even in a webinar like 

this say, I’m going to try to answer questions as I can because it’s so millennial to do so. We 

want to create a more relaxed learning environment where there’s embedded humor, there’s 

opportunity for discussion, application that is not so formal.  

So the photo tries to depict that a little bit but I guess the most important thing about the relaxed 

learning environment is this:  it wasn’t until my graduate experience that I experienced 

something different from this—maybe some upper level undergrad courses. So I experienced 

what you see on the screen, this instructor dissemination of content model. When we create more 

relaxed learning environments, we’re really talking about learning-centered environments, 

everything our very famous Maryellen Weimer has advocated in her learning-centered literature.  

I’m quoting Blumberg here because I like her workbook that sort of expounds on some of those 

principles and how they play out in the classroom. So there’s another great resource I 

recommend is Phyllis Blumberg’s Learner-Centered Teaching, the workbook for faculty is 

probably the most challenging resource yet that I’ve read in teaching and learning in higher 

education. But what Blumberg and Weimer and the other learning-centered folks would advocate 

is that we don’t just disseminate content in our classes, there are student-to-student interaction.  
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And all of this we can do online as well. In fact, everything I’m talking about with my Rs can be 

done in online, hybrid environments. It’s just a lot more challenging to make it happen, chat 

rooms and so forth, but student-to-student contact, and then most importantly, there is also 

instructor-to-student interaction and students delving directly into the content on their own. So 

this is where assigned readings in advance and accountability for doing the readings, all of that is 

really critical.  

This is sort of the basis of the flipped classroom, which may be part of your redesign as well, 

because what the flipped classroom really does is, as I always say, creates more class time as 

processing time. So when we’re creating these learning-centered, relaxed environment, less 

dissemination of content and more class time as processing time.  

So moving on, ideal learning environments. This is what everyone wants to know. So flip to 

page two and you’ll see our checklist. And I hope what you’re doing as we’re looking at this 

checklist is, again, you’re noting NT, that means this is true for non-traditionals as well, but I 

hope you’ll do a little self-assessment here on each of these. And I playfully use this groovy 

terminology, but what would students say about you and your courses? Do a little self-

assessment there.  

And if you’re there with a team you can also, later on, after the workshop—and this is what I 

always say, particularly with a 50-minute webinar like this—the work of any workshop or 

faculty development experience often has to take place after the workshop.  

So if you’ll reflect on these things, but note these are the things that we’re looking for, in order, 

interactive, participatory, relevant, there’s multimedia as I already mentioned, it’s relaxed, it’s 

enjoyable, there’s group work and collaboration. And there are, notice, supportive materials are 

provided. And that’s why I said, I love this idea of creating guided practice where you’re not 

wasting a lot of time taking notes until students hands hurt sort of thing. Information is provided 

and class time is used as processing reflection time.  

So moving forward, so relaxed learning environments, the next R—respond. So this is a tough 

and challenging one. And it stems from this—this is my child when he was younger. I’ll never 

forget this moment, I’ve been trained in parent effectiveness and this is when you know your 

parent effectiveness training is sort of being used against you, because he said, “Mom if you help 

me clean up my toys, I’ll give you a sticker.”  

So what we’re saying here is we raised an entire generation on these extrinsic motivators. So 

how does this play out in the classroom for us at the college level? It basically means if we don’t 

respond, as I said earlier, they start pulling out their cell phones, there’s no response, well then 

they think that’s part of the culture and that’s the environment and that’s OK. I’m not saying I 

have one specific solution to the cell phone issue, I have multiple solutions to that issue just 

depending on who you are and what you feel comfortable with, but I know there is a solution to 

that but it involves responding.  
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So here is their list of ideal assessments and I’m going to skip ahead here to go ahead to page 

four. Page four is moving from the ideal learning environment to ideal assessments. So notice the 

number one characteristic of ideal assessments for the modern learner is that they’re graded. 

They’re part of the course structure. So no longer can we say just do this reading and come to 

class prepared after having done it. We have to hold them accountable.  

So over and over again I read student surveys saying, yeah my math professor assigns these 

problems, but he doesn’t collect them for a grade. And therefore the message is, I don’t need to 

do these. So if it’s important to their learning, to help them achieve the outcomes, got to be part 

of the course grade. So I told you I use guided practice, I have guided reading assignments. They 

complete a guide each time. It’s kind of Bloom’s Taxonomy, all sorts of questions at each of the 

Bloom’s levels. I eyeball those when they come to class and they’re working in teams.  

Accountability can be through clicker quizzes, online quizzes, however you’re going to do this. 

But there has to be some accountability. You can be very creative, like I said, in terms of the 

time commitment. You can have peer grading, use of classroom responders, things like that, but 

the idea is they know that they are going to be held accountable.  

The next one is going to relate to, our next big R, this idea of relevance, but the other issues were 

things like multiple assessments there. Notice, not just tests, not just a midterm and a final. There 

was a desire for group work. And I guess we have to be kind of careful about the logistics of that 

and how that plays out, but they wanted to be experiential and practical as well.  

So all of these are summarized on page four if you’ll do, once again, a little self-assessment 

there. And then you can, after the workshop, sort of reflect on those questions to guide your 

practice. So I have some sample rubrics on pages five, six, and seven. And I’m just going to skip 

over those for the moment and ask you to flip to page eight because our next big R is relevance. 

And I like this “create a reason to care.” And there’s some tips here on page eight for you to 

create relevance.  

I do want to focus on the bottom of page eight. I’ve just gotten great feedback about this across 

the country from faculty members who say, yeah, now what I’m doing when I create my 

syllabus, when I create the rubrics for the assignments, I’m embedding this relevance piece. And 

they do fluctuate, change slightly year to year. These are typically the things that employers are 

seeking. And you can create your own for your own profession or preparing students for 

graduate programs, whatever you’re preparing them for. The idea is that they’re tying what we’re 

doing in our course to their future.  

So you’ll notice even in my own rubrics, for example, I have a team-based rubric, I say one of 

the top things that employers seek is your ability to work in teams. And that’s why we’re doing 

this. They desire you to have the ability to speak and to write and so this is why we’re doing the 

assignments that we’re doing to develop the skills that you’ll need to be successful, to meet your 

goals in the future.  
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This, in terms of the motivating students piece, if I create the relevance and embed that in the 

syllabus, the rubric, in describing my assignments and assessments, it changes students’ attitude 

completely about the courses, the assignments, on all our assessments. So I encourage you to 

begin with the relevance piece by embedding that. And of course relevance is a huge part of what 

we began with the redesign. The significant learning experiences are always focused on how will 

this be relevant to the student and their future—so huge, really critical, big R.  

Moving on with that, the next R is sort of associated with that because we’ve raised this 

generation—I love this photo, this is Stone Mountain here in Georgia. The sign says, “Warning:  

do not lean on the fence, violators will be prosecuted.” And I always chuckle at this because I 

think, well this is just an invitation for a millennial to lean on the fence. So I say what’s missing 

here is the rationale.  

So when we do have policies, procedures, we’re creating the relevance piece, it’s important to 

provide the rationale. In part, because most of our modern learners were raised in these 

authoritative versus authoritarian environment. So boomers typically, I listen to authority for 

authority’s sake, I do what I’m told. We raised a generation of children now who have been told, 

guided, for reasons, right? Don’t run into the road—don’t run into the road because mommy 

doesn’t want you to get hurt. They’ve been raised with this expectation that there’s always a 

rationale and when one is not provided, they’re less motivated to respond.  

So this last and, what I think is probably the most critical piece of this—of course creating ideal 

learning environments is important and of course creating ideal assessments is important, but I 

think more important than any of this is their views about the ideal educators. I want us to 

identify what we think and keep in mind, this is a poorly written “not” question, but it says, 

“when asked to describe their ideal educator, which did not make their top five?”  

So, I love this. We do have a majority responding that the knowledgeable is the thing that’s 

missing and note, that’s the correct answer. Knowledgeable did not make their top five. I want 

you to note that what did make their list and what was important to them, things like 

approachability, flexibility, being nice, caring, friendly, helpful, alert to whether they understand, 

those did make their top five.  

So if you’ll flip, and maybe you cheated by looking at the handout already, if you’ll flip to page 

nine. I have the list there for the ideal educator or instructor and I’d love for you to self-assess. 

And once again, have some discussion with your colleagues.  

One thing I do want to say is, for number six, I like the term engaging as opposed to entertaining. 

The idea is they want us to be engaging. And again, engagement in my mind is not the end goal. 

The end goal is associated with engagement and that is assurance of learning. Usually the more 

engaging I am, there’s a correlation with student engagement and assurance of learning. So that’s 

really what we want to accomplish.  
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So if you’ll do that checklist, I want to get to probably what I think is maybe the most important 

R that underlies all of this. And that is rapport. So I’m going to go ahead and play this quick 

student video so you can get a feel for what they’re talking about with development of rapport.  

Being really unattached to the students could also let you know that they’re not really in tune 

with what your culture dictates.  

He doesn’t really talk about anything that we’re interested in. He’ll talk about strictly class stuff. 

He won’t go off on to anything else, he’s more kind of a nerd. I don’t know if that’s great to say, 

but he doesn’t seem like he’s into anything but scientific things.  

One of my favorite faculty developers in general, her books, her workshops, Elizabeth Barkley’s 

Student Engagement Techniques—if you’re looking for ideas on how to engage students, I’m 

always advocating her work as well.  

But back to this rapport piece, I chuckle when I see this because the biologists, the chemists who 

say, well, it’s my job to disseminate information on chemistry, physics, biology, but obviously 

the students want more than that. So I think the most important part of this and probably the most 

challenging page of the handout there is page 10.  

And keep in mind, I think in general we have a rapport problem. I love these student quotes that 

sort of make the point. It says, “Not only is the book a better teacher, it also has a better 

personality!” I mean, this is not a good thing, not very positive. So if you’ll note on page 10, the 

bigger picture of all of this is their perception of whether we are on their side. So it’s not every 

individual item on page 10 that matters, it’s the walking away feeling like we’re in support of 

them.  

So this I cannot emphasize enough. I don’t think we realize how there’s very little neutrality in 

our interactions with students particularly. So if we think about every little interaction we have in 

our office, in the classroom, wherever we are. Even what we’re communicating via our 

paperwork, our syllabi, our rubric, those communications, they’re either typically producing 

distance or producing closeness.  

So I like to reference this whole idea of guiding students on the hero’s journey. If we change our 

insight, our view of students, that they’re all on this call to achieve, and they are experiencing 

obstacles and that we are the mentor, we are Yoda, so to speak, to help the students prevail. At 

this point, I can’t emphasize enough how I hear so often from students that, in this model of the 

hero’s journey, that the professor, as opposed to being the mentor or the encourager, the 

professor themselves is the actual obstacle. So if anything, what we really want to do is make 

sure that we are the encourager and not the obstacle.  

So again, just to bring this back to the millennial research, they were raised central to their 

parents’ lives. They’re considered to be the most relational generation so far. So there’s just this 

movement back to the mentoring model. I know we may have a class of 200, 300 students. We 
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can still project and convey this idea that we are on their side, that we’re available to connect to 

them, to support them, to help them.  

So in closing, I want to say this—this is from one of my workshops, I can’t even remember 

where I was, this might have been in Canada. The professor at break, I think they were actually a 

business faculty member, we were doing a three-hour workshop, we’d already been together for 

90 minutes, and they drew this picture on the board, this little diagram here. And they’re 

frustrated, and they said, I still want to know, who’s responsible for getting the nuggets in the 

bucket?  

I had to take a photo of this because I just thought, wow, this is really powerful, because I feel 

like we’ve spent all this time talking about ideal learning environments and ideal assessments 

and they’re missing the important piece of this. And that is, if you’ll just focus on this idea, this 

is very critical, it doesn’t matter. We can toy around with, we can redo and redesign, and change 

our methods and our assessments, our strategies in terms of the way that we’re teaching in the 

class, but the challenge is really not as much in assisting the students to achieve the outcomes. 

The challenge is really in the motivation piece, in the getting them to want to.  

And this is why I think the rapport R matters more than any of those other Rs we discussed, 

because we have that rapport R and they know we’re on their side, then they’re willing to do the 

work, to show up. All of this just works in our favor and when rapport is working against us and 

we have very poor rapport, it really doesn’t matter how great our methods and our assessments 

are, students are not going to be motivated to want to achieve the outcomes. So this rapport 

piece, if we address anything, is probably the most critical.  

So I love this, “If you can’t convince them, confuse them.” In summary, I want us to recognize 

that I know we’re not selling cars or anything like that, I don’t like the consumer model as it’s 

applied to higher education, but we do have to recognize, I think, that getting students to want to 

achieve learning outcomes is our greatest challenge. And that’s a persuasive endeavor.  

So we need to keep that in mind. Which brings me to probably all the different topics. I’m doing 

workshops on redesign and on effective lecture and creating learning-centered environments and 

preventing incivility. I have a list of like more than 10 workshops that I do for faculty. And in 

every single one of them, it’s so important to me that we realize that the most important thing we 

can do is create, from the first day, as I mentioned, a positive emotional experience. We want 

them walking out the door on the first day saying, wow, I’m really excited about this. This is 

going to be relevant, it’s going to matter, it’s going to be interesting, it’s going to make a 

difference to my life.  

And so they come back. So one of the greatest compliments students can give us is—I have a lot 

of what I call repeat offenders—students who take every single class I teach. And it’s because 

they have this positive association with what they’re getting from the course. And honestly, 

when I’m doing my faculty development workshops, I feel the same way. I hope even in just the 

45-minute tip list that you feel like, wow, this was helpful, and I want more information.  
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And so with that I’m going to go back to the handout. And someone asked can I offer solutions 

for cell phone use. So let me just start there and say if you’ll put this all together and, for 

example, I have heard faculty say from one extreme, students are adults, it’s they’re 

responsibility. If they want to be on their cell phones in class, they can go ahead and be on their 

cell phones.  

All the way to the other extreme, where they’re saying, I had a professor once say, and I almost 

hate to share this because I’m not advocating this, but he said his strategy for cell phones was the 

other extreme. He said to students, if I so much as see a cell phone out in class, I will 

immediately give a closed-note quiz on the material. That was his extreme response.  

My ideal response is that, well, we’re friendly to cell phone use. And if we’re changing things 

up, I know a lot of people who are using, instead of responders, your responder is on your cell 

phone, so you’re using your cell phone throughout the class period as part of the course to be 

engaged. I often will say to students, look something up real quick. And I use phones as 

responders as well.  

So I utilize them, but I guess the bigger message to the question about the cell phones is this. If 

you change things up, the variety of methods, and they’re so engaged, they’re less likely to want 

to use them. So my first recommendation would be variety. If I embed variety, if I teach a 90-

minute class, a student might peek at their cell phone for a minute, but if they’re engaged, then 

there’s less opportunity and that’s less likely.  

My other great recommendation would be back on pages five through seven. So I wanted to 

come back to pages five through seven anyway. So these are rubrics. And I don’t want to spend 

too much time, but if you will use a contribution rubric, something like, and this is just a sample, 

on page five, and combine that, if you’re using team-based, with a team-based rubric where their 

peers are evaluating them for their participation and team learning. And page seven, what I call a 

professional behavior rubric, so whatever your discipline, this is a sample from the School of 

Education, they know they’re going to be assessed. And these rubrics are, together combined 

less, typically, than 10% of their grade, but you’ll note that with the contribution rubric, it’s 

basically saying, if you’re a contributor, a scholar, you’re going to earn points. If you’re 

distracting, you’re disengaged, you’re actually going to lose points.  

So something like this where, once again, they know it’s part of the structure of the course 

environment, is the expectation, so just instead of saying, you’re going to get discussion points, 

and maybe have no guide by which to know how they earn or lose those, you guide that practice. 

So this, combined with varied methods, just completely revolutionized my classroom.  

I don’t have the cell phone issue really at all much anymore. And if I do, I usually will follow up 

individually with the student to see if something’s up or what’s happening with that. And part of 

that will be that they’re participating, the expectation is that they’re contributing to the learning 

environment, that they’re not doing anything that distracts or takes away from the environment. 

So I hope that was a helpful answer.  
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And I do want to point your attention to page three. Of all the pages in this huge packet here of 

information, page three is my hit list for tips in terms of getting students to be successful because 

success in itself is a huge motivator and lack of success is very de-motivating. So if you’ll take a 

look at that list, and once again, there’s a tiny little self-assessment box there on the right for 

each of these items. Things like, I used to allow students to check their work and so forth. Now 

reflection becomes part of the learning process.  

So assessment and learning, as we do an assessment, take an assessment, they have their own 

self-assessment that they complete on the project or on the speech or on whatever we’re doing. 

Even with tests they’re required to reflect and respond. So we’re doing what they call test 

autopsies or exam wrappers 3.12 there on page three.  

So again, in this 50 minutes, I’m hoping to just give you some materials to help you get started, 

but if we have follow-up questions here, please do let me know and please do email me at Dalton 

State and let me know if I can be helpful in any way.  

I do see a question here about the flipped classroom. Boston University says the idea is that they 

do the work beforehand—they don’t. Do you have a thought on how to get them to do the work 

beforehand, quizzes or grading?  

Yes, real quick, accountability—and again, you have many choices for accountability. So I do 

the flipped myself. What I’m finding in my hybrid courses where we’re flipped is that that is the 

greatest challenge. The recommendation that I would make is depending on course size and 

outcomes, either online quizzing before they come to class so you know that they’ve prepared 

the reading or a clicker responder quiz when they come into the course, or in many of my 

courses, it’s you’ve completed the reading guide. So I know you’ve done the work in advance, 

you don’t get the credit for the work unless you’re there that day and you have it completed so 

you can participate.  

So my number one answer for that is accountability. I’ve had people say, well, I show up and 

students aren’t prepared so I end up lecturing on the information. I say, well, that’s teaching 

them to not be responsible. So some of this is we’re going to have to go ahead and step back and 

let them have a consequence for not being prepared. And if we hold them accountable with 

consequences, we will see a change in student behaviors. It’s a tough adjustment.  

And I’m not saying there’s never flexibility. For my reading guides, usually we maybe have 

eight to 10 reading guides in a course and maybe one of those is a bonus guide. So if they end up 

showing up once unprepared, there’s really not a big consequence for that, but if they’re showing 

up regularly unprepared, then that impacts their overall grade for the course because it’s going to 

impact their achievement of the outcomes. So anything that’s going to assist them in achieving 

the outcomes, like showing up, being prepared, they have to be held accountable for showing up 

prepared.  

Thank you so much, Christy. And thank you everyone for joining us. Complete information 

about upcoming Magna online seminars is available at www.magnapubs.com. Again, I want to 
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thank Christy for her presentation today and thank everyone for joining us. Hope everyone has a 

great day.  

Your opinion matters so please take our survey:  https: //www.surveymonkey.com/r/tips083117 

 

ADOBE CHAT TRANSCRIPT 

 
Lees-McRae College: attention span 
Lorien Carter: entitlement - they expect us to accommodate them at all times 
Boston University: focus on grades; not interested in required courses; difficulty with critical thinking; 
Albion College: Don't read 
Schreiner: keeping their attention, 
Christina: impatient 
Diane Shew: study to tests only 
Concordia University Wisconsin: Keeping them engaged. 
Albion College: cell phone use 
Campbell: wants to be spoon fed 
Christina: bored and expect to be entertained 
Wake Forest University: Students expect to be "spoon-fed" answers vs. understanding the process is 
important; 2) Lack of engagement 
Sara: underprepared 
Kirkwood Community College: Understanding the Academy, Cracking the code 
Christina: distracted 
Concordia University Wisconsin: Want to be taught to the test 
DeSales University: Remaining focused and engaged in longer professional education courses; tendency 
to resist advice and feedback 
Campbell: just wants the "right" answer 
Ida Baltikauskas: What is wanted—lecutres or group work? 
TCC Faculty: talking during class 
Diana Korp: get them to read before class, help learners enjoy group work more 
Concordia University Wisconsin: Always on their phones 
Diane Shew: judgmental 
Wake Forest University: Entitled 
Diana Korp: Hi TCC!!!!! 
TCC Faculty: Hi Diana, thanks for the hello! 
Christina: YESSSSS 
Christina: happens allll the time 
Schreiner: note taking 
Christina: engages in discussion 
Boston University: asks questions; comes to office hours 
Albion College: asks questions 
Sara: asks questions 
Concordia University Wisconsin: Participating in class and discussion 

https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/tips083117
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Diane Shew: Actively learning 
TCC Faculty: ask questions 
Ida Baltikauskas: Reads, & participates in class discussions. 
Wake Forest University: Engage seriously in group work 
Lorien Carter: asks questions that are thoughtful and insightful 
Diane Shew: Owning the learning 
Lees-McRae College: active participant in class 
Concordia University Wisconsin: Asks questions 
Wake Forest University: Asks questions 
TCC Faculty: organized 
DeSales University: Curious, interested in knowing rather than on the grade; 
Albion College: visit prof in office 
Boston University: attends office hours 
Lees-McRae College: come to office hours 
Schreiner: don't wait for you to give them the answer 
TCC Faculty: come to office hour 
Wake Forest University: Make connections to what's relevant 
Christina: want to understand as opposed to just what do I have to do to get my grade 
Concordia University Wisconsin: Show up prepared 
Boston University: does readings 
Diane Shew: Advocating for themselves 
Campbell: do homework and participate 
Concordia University Wisconsin: Show up on time 
Schreiner: ready to go even before class 
Schreiner: coming to class 
Campbell: going beyond 
Ida Baltikauskas: Does homework 
Campbell: asking questions 
Concordia University Wisconsin: Thinking outside the box 
Albion College: help other students learn 
Kirkwood Community College: student self-awareness of purpose, self-interested, clarity in expectations 
Albion College: learn new vocabulary words 
Ida Baltikauskas: Gender issues informs perceptions. 
Dianne Weinstein: please repeat the name of this resource 
Boston University: L. Dee Fink; Creating Significant Learning Experiences 
Dianne Weinstein: Thank you! 
Christy Price: Sousu How The Brain Learns 
Boston University: another great book on learning:  Make it stick :  the science of successful learning / 
Peter C. Brown, Henry L. Roediger III, Mark A. McDaniel. 
Ida Baltikauskas: What is the problem with boredom? 
Ida Baltikauskas: Sherry Turkle's Reclaiming Conversation has many references about multitasking vs. 
unitasking. 
Boston University: thanks for the reference 
Christy Price: My fave on  student engagement Barkleys Student Engagement Techniques 
Christina: can you offer one solution for the cell phone use in class issue? 
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Boston University: flipped classroom:  The idea is that they do the work before hand. They don't. do you 
have a thought on how to get them to do the work before hand? Quizzes? Grading? 
Christina: thank you!! 
Christina: yes.  thank you so much 
TCC Faculty: Thank you very much, presentation and materials are great 
TCC Faculty: great 
Diane Shew: Thank you! 
Ida Baltikauskas: Thank you! 
Lees-McRae College: Thank you very much!! 
Christina: thanks 
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